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What Works in the World 
Economy

Hamish McRae 

• Five great medium-term global shifts and …

• … their implications for the world of finance

• Three big questions about the future 

Economic growth is global …
Kofi Annan

It has been said that arguing against 
globalization is like arguing against the 
laws of gravity. 
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… growth must be sustainable …
Mikhail Gorbachev 

We need a new environmental 
consciousness on a global basis. To do 
this, we need to educate people.

… and human capital is the key
Nelson Mandela

Education is the most powerful weapon 
which you can use to change the world. 
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An historic moment 

• The reversal of the Industrial Revolution

• The G20 has replaced the G7 …

• … acknowledging how power is shifting to Asia

• China is now the second largest economy …

• India the second largest investor in the UK… India the second largest investor in the UK 

• Huge pressures but also huge opportunities
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The presentation's structure 

• The economic backcloth

• The idea behind "What Works"

• Three examples …

• … and some lessons

The economic backcloth

• Demography – an ageing developed world

• The environment – we still need to be greener

• Globalisation – the shift of power races on

• Technology – an even more level playing field

• Some thoughts about this cycle
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Ageing societies are different

• The developed world is getting "older" …

• … and has to adapt to that

• Much of the emerging world remains "young"

• So there will be a great shift of economic power
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It’s good to be green

• We can glimpse the end of the oil era 

• Uncertain energy supplies, coupled with …

• … huge demand from the US, China and India

• The quest for mobility will continue …

• concerns about climate change will rise• … concerns about climate change will rise … 

• … and continue to affect public policy
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Globalization is our friend
• The two “new” giants: China and IndiaThe two new  giants: China and India

• China lowest cost manufacturer in the world

• India lowest cost service provider 

• The rest of the emerging world matters too

• A profound challenge for the "West" …

• … but also a profound challenge for the "East"
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The revolution in technology

• It is (nearly) a global level playing field 

• Communications technologies are universal …

• … and deeply democratic

• But technology gives global reach …

• … as well as global competitiong p
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This cycle: the prospect now

• We are past the economic turning point 

• But the recovery will be driven by …

• … the emerging world …

• …so we need to learn from everywhere
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So what works? 
• We have to embrace the re-balanced worldWe have to embrace the re-balanced world …

• … and learn from it.

• But we must be self-confident  …

• … and learn from ourselves too!

• Three examples: Edinburgh, Mumbai, and the IB
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The Edinburgh Festival
• The world's largest arts festival by a large marginThe world s largest arts festival by a large margin

• A cluster of excellence

• Anyone can show up (and a lot do)

• A way of test-driving talent …

• … and a way of spotting it

• No plan, but a vision that is handed on

So … the Fringe takes off …
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…and you don't need a licence

Dharavi - the Mumbai slum
• Much more than "Slumdog Millionaire"Much more than Slumdog Millionaire

• A cluster of economic activity …

• … with factories, schools - and very low crime

• A magnet for people from all over India

• A start on the road to modest prosperity 

• No plan, but a vision that is handed on
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Dharavi looks a huge mess …

… but there is education and order
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The International Baccalaureate
• The world's fastest growing education certificateThe world s fastest growing education certificate

• A beacon of excellence …

• … helping students to a more balanced education

• But not just an elitist badge …

• … for in the US it has lifted troubled public schools 

• No plan, but a vision that is handed on

The IB pioneer - Sevenoaks School
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Transformed by the IB - Curtis High

So some conclusions
• Good ideas come from everywhereGood ideas come from everywhere

• The market matters - ignore at your peril

• Excellence matters - no excuse for low standards

• Community matters - easy to break than recreate 

• Government can sometimes work very well

• There has to be a mission than can be handed on
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Education is everything
William Butler Yeats

Education is not the filling of a pail but 
the lighting of a fire 
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